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Abstract: This paper develops a general account of special relations and special obligations, and uses it as a framework to argue for a modest form of speciesism – mitigated speciesism – based on an understanding of species co-membership as a thick concept. Mitigated speciesism steers a middle ground between anti-speciesism and crude speciesism. Unlike anti-speciesists, I maintain that species co-membership is a morally relevant special relation, which indeed grounds special obligations among the members of the same species. But unlike crude speciesists, I argue that our special obligations to our fellow human beings do not warrant that we should always count their interests more than comparable interests of non-human animals. Instead, special obligations based on species co-membership are subject to three constraints.
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Introduction: In the ethics of marginal cases literature, special relations and special obligations often occupy an important place. Two types of special relations figure in the debate most prominently: family relations and species relations. Few scholars deny that family relations warrant special obligations to our family members, but they are divided on whether species co-membership should also ground special obligations which would give greater moral considerations to the interests of its members. One group, by understanding species co-membership in a certain way, gives an affirmative answer to that question; and the other group answers it negatively. The second group often accuses of the position of the first group as speciesism. According to Peter Singer, speciesism “refers to discrimination on the basis of species, not to discrimination on the basis of cognitive capacities”1. If x and y are members of the same species, that would count as a special relation between them and ground a special obligation to one another. That is, x has special obligations to y simply because Y is a member of X’s species.

This paper attempts to shed new light on the debate about speciesism by taking a close look at the propositions that each group is committed to. I distinguish between two forms of speciesism– crude speciesism and mitigated speciesism, and argue for mitigated speciesism and against both crude speciesism and anti-speciesism. My arguments build on the general account of special relations and special obligations that I will develop in the first two sections, in which I claim that one’s special obligations to others who share a group membership with him or her are subject to three constraints. Crude speciesism is wrong in neglecting the three constraints, and anti-speciesism is unacceptable in its overly narrow
interpretation of species co-membership and its denial that group co-membership can count as a special relation which ground special obligations. Mitigated speciesism, on the other hand, avoids the problems facing crude speciesism and anti-speciesism, and steers a middle path between them.

**Special Relations:** How we should define special relations turns out to be surprisingly complicated. We stand in a relation with almost everything. For example, everyone stands in a biological relation with his parents and siblings; every school child has schoolmates. When we go to work, we have colleagues. When we live in a place, we have neighbors. We also make friends with others. We share membership of the species *Homo sapiens* with other people. We share the same planet with all things on earth. After we have purchased a thing, we stand in an owner-property relation with it.

But what makes a relation special in the moral sense? There are at least two components of such kinds of relations: the specialty component and the moral relevance component. On the first component, we need to know what makes a relation special. One necessary condition for a relation to be special is that X stands in a relation with Y but not with Z. A special relation is a three-place relation: X stands in a special relation with Y only in comparison to Z. The comparative part grounds the “special” part of the special relation. X and Y have a relation, and X and Z could also have a relation. But what makes the X-Y relation special is that there is something in the X-Y relation that is not shared in the X-Z relation. In this case, we would say that X bears a special relation with Y relative to Z.

The other necessary condition for a relation to be special is the hierarchical structure of it. An adult man stands in a father-son relation with his son, which is not shared in his relation with his colleagues, so the father-son relation is a special relation for him. But his relation with his colleagues is not shared in his relation to his son either, meaning that his colleague relation is a special relation for him, too. But which one is more special when it comes to moral obligations? It seems that relations as characterized by group membership are different in intimacy and emotional attachment. Family relations are relations among family members, and family membership is more important than friend membership. Similarly, friendship seems to be a closer and more intimate relation than colleague relations, which are closer than relations with strangers.

Some types of special relation warrant special moral obligations, other types do not. If they do, they are morally relevant – they are special relations in the moral sense. Family relations may be the most typical examples of morally relevant special relations, as most of us agree that one has special obligation to one’s family members just in virtue of the fact that they are members of one’s family. More generally, if X stands in a morally relevant special relation with Y compared to Z, i.e., X stands in a closer relation with Y than she does with Z, then X has special obligations to Y compared to Z. If X has a morally relevant special relation with Z relative to W, then X has special obligations to Z compared to W. Like special relation, special obligation is also a comparative concept.
**Special Obligations:** There is little controversy that special relations warrant special obligations, but it is crucial for our purposes to understand what the scope and content are of special obligations that special relations warrant. If X has special obligations to Y compared to Z, does it mean that X should give priority to Y’s interests over Z’s, as commonly believed?

I believe the unrestricted version of special obligations cannot be justified. If an evil person chose to murder his neighbor’s wife over his own wife, for instance, his wrongdoing is equally blameworthy as it would be had he chosen to murder his own wife instead, even though technically he was favoring the interest of his wife as a member of his family. He has equal obligation not to murder his wife as he does to his neighbor’s wife, and his special relation with his wife does not make a difference in this case. So special relations warrant some kinds of special obligations, but not all kinds, and we need to impose some constraints on the scope and content of special obligations that special relations legitimately justify.

The first constraint concerns the scope of interests of relevant parties. If X has special obligation to Y relative to Z, X may have reason to give priority to X’s comparative interests over Y’s comparative interests, but it is not the case that any interest of Y counts more to X than any of Z’s interests. For instance, when my child and a stranger’s child have equal cravings for a piece of chocolate cake, my special relation with my child gives me a reason to prioritize his interest in getting the chocolate cake over the stranger’s child’s if the piece of chocolate cake could satisfy only one child’s. However, at least in some situations, if the piece of chocolate cake could only satisfy my well-nourished child’s cravings but can save the life of a starving stranger’s child, morality seems to require the chocolate cake be given to the stranger’s child. This constraint shows that special relations do not give lexical priority to all interests of the person to whom we have special obligations. Some of his less important interests can be outweighed by more significant interests of others who do not stand in special relations with us, as in the cravings-starvation case. Lexical priority applies to comparative interests, but may not apply to cases where the interests of relevant parties are so different that morality requires special obligations be overridden. I will call it the comparable interest constraint.

The second constraint on special obligations is that special obligations are legitimate only in the private domain, but not in the public domain. By public domain I mean cases where public decisions are being made that involve or have an impact on public resources. Private domain refers to cases where decisions are only private, i.e., involve resources that are privately owned by the decision maker. The most typical type of public domain is public offices. Officeholders are morally (and legally) forbidden to distribute public resources in favor of those who stand in special relations with them compared to others. For instance, it is morally wrong to offer a job to one’s adult child who is less qualified than other job candidates. Only privately owned resources could be subject to special obligations. I have reason to spend my own money on my child rather than others’, but there is no moral reason for me to distribute public resources in my child’s favor if I manage public resources. Special obligations are subject to the constraint of public justice.
The third constraint is the positive obligation constraint. Special obligations are positive obligations, as opposed to negative obligations. Positive obligations are obligations to do what is morally praiseworthy, and negative obligations are obligations to refrain from doing what is morally forbidden. For instance, our special obligations to our beloved ones should not be met at the cost of unjustly frustrating others’ comparable interests. If a father could only save his starving child’s life by robbing an equally starving stranger’s child of her food, which will cause the latter to die of starvation, he would do the morally wrong thing if he robs her. This is different from the drowning case. When the two children are drowning and the father could only save one, his special obligations to his child warrant that he saves his own child rather than the stranger’s child. His positive obligation to the stranger’s child is overridden by his special positive obligation to his own child since both cannot be met.

The private domain constraint is relatively uncontentious. When one in charge of public resources uses them in favor of those who stand in special relations with him, he is acting against public justice. No special relations could ever justify misusing public resources for the interests of those with whom he has special relations. The widespread policy on conflict of interests gives voice to this constraint.

The comparable interest constraint may be controversial. Some may deny that morality requires us to forgo insignificant interests of ours and our beloved ones for the sake of more significant interests of others to whom we do not have special obligations. If the comparable interest constraint is legitimate, then we would not even be permitted to spend 20 dollars on a movie to entertain ourselves or our children, which would otherwise save a life of a starving child somewhere in the world. This is a familiar objection that morality delivered by this constraint is too demanding. In response, I would say that morality does not require us to sacrifice all of our own insignificant interests (and those of our family members) for the sake of charity under all circumstances. When one is in a position that his benevolent action will have singly decisive and direct effect on a stranger’s significant interests, as in the craving-starvation case, morality does require him to forgo his special obligation to the insignificant interests of those who have special relations with him. Imagine a child has a toy that could only be used by her father to save a stranger’s child from drowning to death. Nobody else is around to help, and if the father does not act, the stranger’s child would surely die. Despite his child’s resistance to having his father take her toy, the father should act against her interest in keeping her toy and use it to save the stranger’s child. Similarly, let’s revise the 20-dollar movie case this way. Suppose you are on your way to buy a movie ticket for your child and run into a dying stranger who needs food and water to survive. Should you use your 20 dollars to buy food and water to save his life instead of moving on to get a ticket? There is little controversy that you should. If so, then the comparative interest constraint is indeed justified.

The negative obligation constraint seems also controversial. Isn’t the case that we have more special obligations to those with whom we have close relations even in the negative sense? The answer is no. It seems equally forbidden for a person to harm those to whom he has
special obligations and those to whom he does not. If a man considers whether to murder his wife or his neighbor’s wife and decides to murder the latter, the moral wrongness of his action will not be lowered by his choice. His neighbor’s wife’s interests are not less (and no more) protected than his wife’s. Every morally capable agent has an equal obligation not to violate anyone’s interests. When it comes to negative obligations, special relations do not seem to matter.

A more complicated case regarding special obligations involves the mix of positive and negative obligations. Since our positive special obligations to those who are closer to us can be overridden by our positive obligations to others, can our negative obligations to others be overridden by our positive special obligations to those closer to us? This is an issue that deeply divides traditional deontologists and classical consequentialists. Traditional deontologists insist that our negative obligations can never be overridden even if this would bring about better outcome. The trolley problem, organ transplant case, and similar thought experiments are all designed to reject classical consequentialism. It is not my intention to settle the dispute here. Rather, I merely want to point out that traditional deontological approaches face similar problems as classical consequentialism, because it does not seem right to say that our negative obligations to others should never be overridden by desirable consequences. In cases of moral catastrophe, it seems right to violate our negative obligations to others for the greater good. For example, if an individual has a highly contagious deadly disease and there is nothing we can do about it except quarantining him (and hence violating his rights to freedom of movement), we would be justified in doing that.

However, even we accept the consequentialist principle that our negative obligations can be overridden, it does not mean that they can be overridden by our special obligations to those who are closer to us. Special relations and positive special obligations do not play a role in overriding our negative obligations to others. That is, our negative obligations to others can be overridden not because it will produce greater good to those who stand in special relations with us, but because it will produce greater good for anyone who will be potentially affected. Again, this is an issue related to public justice. If the basis for violating our negative obligations to others is built on our special relations with those who will benefit from that violation, morality would have a shaky foundation. This is actually the requirement of the private domain constraint on special obligations. We have no moral reason to violate our negative obligations to others merely because that will bring about greater good to those to whom we have special obligations. What matters are the interests of all those who will potentially be affected: whether they have special relations with us or not is not a morally relevant factor.

We have seen that our negative obligations and some of our positive obligations to others are not grounded in our special relations with them. And in the public domain, special obligations should not even be allowed a space. If there are moral obligations that are not grounded in special relations, where are they grounded? This is a contested issue, and I am not committal on any specific theory. However, I do think that there is at least one necessary condition for the grounds of non-special obligations – the capacity to suffer. I am using the word “suffer”
in a broad sense. Sufferings include pain, frustration, and other kinds of negative attitudinal states. As long as an entity possesses this capacity, there will be a reason not to impose avoidable sufferings on it, whether it bears a special relation to morally capable agents or not. Our positive special obligations to our beloved ones can be overridden by our positive obligations to prevent avoidable sufferings from happening to those with whom we do not bear special relations. The basis for our overriding positive obligations to them also lies in their capacities to suffer. The reason that every morally capable agent has for respecting an entity’s interest in avoiding unnecessary sufferings is agent-neutral.

**Mitigated Speciesism:** The above account of special relations and special obligations provides a useful framework to think about the issue of speciesism. There are at least three propositions that are relevant to the speciesism debate:

(P1) Species co-membership is understood as saying nothing more than being members of the same species;
(P2) Species co-membership is a morally relevant special relation, which grounds our special obligations to our fellow human beings;
(P3) Our special obligations to our fellow human beings justify us always giving greater moral weight to the interests of our fellow human beings than to the similar interests of other animals.

Anti-speciesists accept (P1) and reject (P2) and (P3). (P1) represents the anti-speciesist interpretation of species co-membership in the context of animal ethics. It seems to understand species membership in a minimalist way; that is, a being is a member of human species if and only if it possesses the biological features that are characteristic of a human being. This minimalist interpretation of species co-membership leads to the anti-speciesist rejection of both (P2) and (P3). For them, X’s merely being a member of the human species in virtue of its biological features does not constitute a morally relevant special relation and entitle it to greater moral considerations of its interests. We do not give greater moral consideration to its interest simply because it is a member of human species. Speciesism in this sense is analogous to racism and sexism, which base the strength of moral considerations merely on one’s skin color and gender, respectively.

Crude speciesists reject (P1) and accept (P2) and (P3). They reject the minimalist interpretation of species co-membership and read it as a thicker concept instead. Usually, they do not think that we give greater moral considerations to human interests simply because they are co-members of the same species in the minimalist sense. Rather, co-membership in the human species in the context of animal ethics can be understood as a misleading label for a thick notion such as personhood, human dignity, or communal relationship. If human interests count more, that is only because of their personhood, dignity, or communal relationship that lower animals do not possess. Once they adopt a different conception of species co-membership, their arguments are no longer vulnerable to the charge of speciesism in the minimalist sense that anti-speciesists use.
I believe both anti-speciesists and crude speciesists get things wrong. Anti-speciesists get it wrong when they reject (P2) and the thick concept of species co-membership. If they were right, our giving more considerations to the interests of our family members would hardly ever be justified. But crude speciesists are wrong to accept (P3). Even if we do have special obligations to our fellow human beings in virtue of their unique qualities or their special relations with us, this does not entail that we should always count their interests more in all circumstances.

Mitigated speciesists reject (P3) as well as (P1), and accept (P2). Like crude speciesists, mitigated speciesists view species co-membership as a thick concept: it means the sharing of qualities such as rational autonomy and self-consciousness, and some common values, commitments, emotional attachments, and social bonds, actual or potential. However, the main strength of mitigated speciesism lies in its rejection of (P3) by subjecting special obligations to the three constraints introduced in the second section. By rejecting (P3), it retains the plausible part of anti-speciesism; but unlike anti-speciesism, it does not reject (P2), which leaves it space to accommodate familism. I will spell out what mitigated speciesism is like by discussing each constraint in turn.

Firstly, our special obligations to our fellow human beings are legitimate only in the private domain. That is, only when it comes to the distribution of resources that are ‘privately’ owned by individual human beings, one is entitled to give priority to the interests of his or her fellow human beings over the interests of animals. In the public domain, on the other hand, there is no reason for us to distribute public resources in favor of our fellow beings to which we have special obligations. For example, it would be immoral if we destroyed all natural habitats of animals for the benefit of humans. The natural habitats and environment are ‘public resources’ for all species on earth.

Even in the private domain, our special obligations to our fellow beings are not unrestricted; they can be overridden by greater interests of non-human animals. Not all human interests are more significant than animal interests. Our interest in not getting wet may be outweighed by a cat’s interest in surviving the drowning in a river. Sometimes it can be a difficult issue to compare the relevant importance of interests between human beings and other animals. For instance, it is hard to know whether we should forgo our special obligations of feeding a slightly hungry human child over our obligations of giving the food to a dog that would otherwise die from hunger, as the two interests are not easily comparable. However, this issue need not worry us too much. As a principle, our positive special obligations to fellow beings can be overridden by our positive obligations to animals.

We have negative obligations to both human beings and other animals. But the positive obligation constraint shows that our species co-membership does not give a boost to our negative obligations to our fellow humans. Our negative obligations and some positive obligations to humans and other animals are grounded in the fact that they have the capacity to suffer. This capacity gives us agent-neutral reason not to impose avoidable sufferings upon them.
These constraints show that our species co-membership only justifies the priority of our interests over animal interests when (1) our interests are comparable to animal interests, (2) the resources we are distributing are ‘private’, and (3) our species-bounded special obligations are positive. Under these conditions, if both a non-human animal and a human being are starving to death, our special relation with the human being gives priority to his interest. This is even true for cognitively severely impaired human beings. Since they possess the capacity to suffer, their interests of, say, being well nourished should be given priority over the comparable interests of animals, even if their cognitive levels are only comparable to those of animals.

Mitigated speciesism steers a middle path between anti-speciesism and crude speciesism. Unlike anti-speciesism, it maintains that under the three conditions, species co-membership understood as a thick concept warrants the priority of human interests over animal interests. This captures our intuition that a human being, whether he or she is cognitively severely impaired or even in vegetative state, has dignity that should be respected. They have certain interests that require to be given priority over comparable animal interests in the positive obligation sense. This intuition is what Bernard Williams calls “the human prejudice”.

Unlike crude speciesism, however, mitigated speciesism holds that beyond the three conditions species co-membership does not matter; the human prejudice is not justified in all circumstances. When it comes to negative obligations, for example, species co-membership as a special relation plays no role in deciding whether human interests or animal interests should be given greater moral consideration. Rather, all that matters is how human interests are compared to animal interests. For instance, we have negative obligations to not impose pain on a person with the intention of doing harm to her; we also have similar obligations to a non-human animal. But isn’t it more morally forbidden to harm her than to harm the animal? The answer is yes, but that’s not because she bears special relations to us, but because her relevant interest is greater than the animal interest. Given the fact that a person’s mental life is richer than an animal’s, the harm intentionally caused to her is greater than the harm intentionally caused to the animal. The aggregate amount of the physical and mental pain and the post-trauma stress on her may well exceed those on the animal. Therefore, the reason for us to favor her interest over the animal interest is independent of her species co-membership with us.

In mixed cases of positive and negative obligations, species co-membership does not matter either. In those cases, we often find ourselves in a situation where animal interests will have to be sacrificed for human interests. If the only way to advance our medical knowledge is by performing animal experiments, sacrificing animal interests while causing minimalist sufferings seems to be justified. It is justified not because animal experiments promote greater benefits for human beings as members of a special species, but simply because they promote greater benefits no matter whoever the beneficiaries would be. Imagine that many animal species come down to an unknown disease and are dying, and suppose that the only way to save them is by doing animal research. Most of us would agree that it is morally permissible to sacrifice some animals in order to save much more of them. If this is the case,
then what matters is the greater good, not species co-membership in the minimalist sense. It makes no difference whether the beneficiaries are human beings or animals.

It should be noted that while the utilitarian principle plays an important role in overriding cases involving negative obligations, it is not the only decisive factor. We do not want to say that whenever violating an animal’s or a person’s interests produces greater benefits, it will be morally permissible to do so. There must be more requirements of moral permissibility besides the greater utilitarian gains. For instance, one additional requirement could be that if entity x has more interests than y, which are contextually equally available for the unavoidable violation of their interests produces the same amount of benefits, it would be morally wrong to violate x’s interests for greater benefits. Yet another additional requirement could be that the unavoidable violation of y’s interests must be kept at the minimum; it would be morally wrong to impose more sufferings on y than necessary.

A possible anti-speciesist objection to mitigated speciesism is this: if species co-membership grounds special obligations, as mitigate speciesism maintains, then wouldn’t race co-membership or sex co-membership also ground special obligations? If so, then we would have mitigated racism and mitigated sexism, which do not seem to be justified. I do not want to say that mitigated racism or mitigated sexism is a correct or defensible view; rather, I would like to point out that within the scope of the three constraints, mitigated racism/sextism might not be so bad. In the domain of purely private resources which one has positive obligations to allocate to others on a voluntary basis, it does not seem so objectionable for an individual person to allocate them based on race or sex membership understood as a thick concept. For instance, an adult woman might choose to save a drowning girl’s life and let the drowning boy die, if she can save only one. In this scenario, her “sexist” choice does not seem so blameworthy. I think our strong intuitions against racism and sexism are based on issues that go beyond the scope of the three constraints. But once we understand race co-membership and sex co-membership as thick concepts and restrict them to those constraints, racism and sexism in mitigated form no long seem so objectionable.

**Conclusion:** Special relations occupy a legitimate place in ethics, but their scope is limited to the private domain, positive obligation, and comparable interests. Both family relations and species relations are subject to these constraints. Crude speciesists mistakenly neglect one or more of the constraints when they defend the priority of human interests, and anti-speciesists unacceptably reject the plausible thesis that we have special obligation to our fellow beings within the scope of the three constraints. Mitigated speciesism, by understanding species co-membership as a thick concept, maintains that species co-membership warrants special obligation to our fellow human beings by giving priority to their interests over equal interests of other animals when it comes to private decisions on how to distribute ‘private’ resources. But our special obligation to respect the interests of our fellow human beings could be overridden by our obligation to respect the interests of other animals if the latter are far greater than the former. If some non-human animals’ interests have to be sacrificed for far greater benefits of human beings or animals, that’s not because species co-membership matters, but because of the greater good this will produce.
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